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I. INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation is concerned with the concept of the 
interlacing of modules and with the related topic of sub-
modules of a direct sum. The process of building a new module 
from two given modules by interlacing was first introduced 
by Snapper [29]; it is similar to the amalgamation of groups. 
In a categorical setting the interlacing is a special type of 
pushout so that it has a dual called the outerlacing. 
In Chapter III an interlacing technqiue is used to pro­
duce a large indecomposable module over certain types of 
finite-dimensional algebras. This result lies in one area 
of what might be called the indecomposable question for 
modules. The question is normally stated for finite-dimension-
al algebras or artinian rings and asks about the kinds of in­
décomposables that exist over the given algebra or ring. 
The question can be variously phrased. If it asks how many 
finite-dimensional nonisomorphic indécomposables exist over 
the algebra, then one is concerned with bounded representation 
type, unbounded representation type or strongly unbounded rep­
resentation type. See, for instance, Curtis and Jans [11], 
Dickson [13], Fuller [16] , Jans [18], Roiter [28] and Tachikawa 
[30, 31]. Chapter III concerns the situation when the ques­
tion asks which algebras have big (infinite-dimensional) 
modules. Dickson and Kelly [15] have shown the existence of 
2 
indecomposable modules of countably infinite dimension over 
certain (fairly general) algebras while, for more restricted 
algebras, indécomposables have been constructed having any 
cardinality less than the first strongly inaccessible cardinal. 
See Corner [10], Butler [8] and Brenner [7]. 
The second chapter, besides being a general introduction 
to interlacing, investigates a method of describing submodules 
of a direct sum using a method first introduced by Goursat 
[17] for groups. This investigation includes the five component 
description of the sum and intersection of two submodules as 
well as several applications. 
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II. INTERLACINGS AND SUBMODULES 
OF DIRECT SUMS 
In this chapter the concept of the interlacing of modules 
is discussed, and the submodules of the direct sum of two 
modules is investigated using a five component description. 
Throughout this chapter R will refer to an arbitrary ring with 
identity, unless noted to the contrary, and all modules will 
be unitary left R-modules. 
A. Interlacings and the Five 
Component Description 
The interlacing of two R-modules was first introduced by 
Snapper [29] and now has a categorical setting as a special 
kind of pushout. The pushout of two R-modules M^  and M^  with 
respect to the R-homomorphisms f^  and fg, f^ : S -»• M^ , i=l,2, 
is a commutative diagram of the following form (g^  and gg are 
R-homomorphisms, P an R-module) 
fl 
S  ^
^1 (2.1) 
where for any pair of R-homomorphisms g^ ; Mj^  P', i=l,2, 
such that g^ f^  = 92^ 2 there exists a unique R-homomorphism 
h: P -»• P' such that hg^  = g^ '^ for i=l,2. The canonical model 
M, -4 
4 
M, e Mg 
of the pus hou t P is where L = { (f^  (X),-f2(x) ) | xeS}. 
The interlacing of and M2 is a pushout where f^  ^ and f^  
are monomorphisms. Thus, and have isomorphic submodules, 
and the submodule L of @ Mg is the submodule formed by 
identifying elements of the isomorphic submodules. This can 
be more clearly seen in that L = { (f^  ^(x)-f2(x) )| xeS} can be 
written as { (x^ -f^ of^  ^(x) ) jxeS} since f^  is a monomorphism. 
If is the submodule of isomorphic to in Mg 
by (|), then L can be written as { (x, (}) (x) ) j xeS^ } . This sub-
module of ® Mg will be referred to as the interlacing 
submodule. 
One of the nice features of the interlacing is the fact 
that there exist monomorphisms of and into the inter­
lacing. This follows at once from a proposition in category 
theory that states that in a commutative diagram of the form 
(2.1) that f^ ffg) is a monomorphism if and only if ggtg^ ) is 
a monomorphism. See Pareigis [25], pages 168-169, for a 
proof of this fact. 
In a dual fashion (reverse the arrows) the pullback of 
and M2 with respect to two R-homomorphisms f^  and fg can be 
defined. The dual to an interlacing is an outerlacing, and it 
occurs when f^  and fg are epimorphisms. The canonical model 
of a pullback is the submodule, P, of 0 where P = 
{(Xi,X2)eMi 0 Mg I f 2^  (x^ ) = Also there exist epi-
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morphisms from the outerlacing to both and Mg. 
Thus to consider interlacings and outerlacings one must 
be working with quotient modules and submodules of direct sums, 
Much of this chapter is a study of the submodules, and thus 
quotient modules, of direct sums using a five component 
description first introduced by Goursat [17] for groups. 
Definition 2.1; 
Let S be a submodule of M2 where and Mg are R-
modules, then let 
n^ (S) = {m^ EM^ I there exists m2eM2 with (m^ /mgieS}, 
2^(8) = {m2GM2} there exists m^ eMg^  with (m^ fm^ ieS}, 
2^ (S) = {m^ e^M^ I (m^ ,0)eS} = sr\m^  © (0), 
and 
22(3) = {m2GM21 (0,m^ )ES} = S fl (0) 0 M2. 
Lemma 2.1: 
For S a submodule of © M2, there is a (natural) iso­
morphism 
TT^ (S) 
'•'s' • 
Proof; Let the symbols and denote the images of 
elements of and ngtS)' respectively, under the natural 
w, (S) n2(G) 
quotient maps from n^ (S) to -—and from ngfS) to -—. 
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_ TT^ (S) 
For rn^ e^  ^(g), m^ en^ (S) so that there exists MgCS such that 
eS. Define (t)g by 4)g =^ 2 where Ag such that 
ES. It must be shown that (j>g is an isomorphism. 
First, <j)g is well-defined since if = n^  then 
mi-nieZi(S) so that (m^ -n^ ,0)ES. It then follows that if 
*g (m^ )^ = Ag and 4)g (n^ )^ = Ag ^ then (m^ -n^ /mg-nglES. Now 
(m^ -n^ ,0)eS so that (m^ -n^ rmg-ng) - (m^ -n^ ,0) = (Ofrng-ngleS 
and indeed o^ that ^ =^^ 2 « 
Secondly it needs to be shown that ())q is an R-homo-
_ _ TT (S) 
morphism. For mj^ n^^ e^  , let (|)g(m^ +n^ ) = A, (j)g{m^ ) = Ag 
ÏÏ2 (S) 
and <J>s(n^ ) = Ag, A^ A^ Ag^  / such that (m^ +n^ ,m), (m^ /m^ ) 
and (n^ yng) are all in S. Thus, (m^ +n^ ,m) - (m^ ,m2) - (n^ ,n2) 
= (O/m-Cmg+nglleS and indeed an element of ZgfS) so that 
A = Ag+Ag. Thus <t)g(m^ +n^ ) = Ogfm^ ï+Ogtn^ ). Again, let 
(j)g(m^ ) = Ag so that r(|)g (m^ )^ = rA^  = fm^ . Now <|)g (rm^ ) = (|)g (rm^ ) 
so let <J)g(rm^ ) = A. Now (m^ /mg) and (rm^ ,m) are both in S so 
that (rm^ ,m)-(rm^ ,rmg) = (0,m-rm2) is in ZgfS) so that A = rA^ , 
that is, r(|)g(m^ ) = (})g(rin^ ). Therefore, <})g is an R-homomorphism. 
The homomorphism, <j)g, is also a monomorphism since 
Ker <j)g = {m^ l^ (j)g (m^ ) = 0} 
= {m^ l (m^ ,0)eS} 
= {m^ l m^ ez^ (S)} = 6. 
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%2(S) 
Finally, <|)g is an epimorphism since if , then 
m^ ETTg (S) which implies that Lbere exists such that 
(m^ frngleS so that c|)g(m^ ) = Ag and thus (|)g is epimorphic. 
Proposition 2.1; 
Every submodule, S, of the direct sum 0 Mg of two 
R-modules is completely describable in terms of the five 
components Tf^ (S)/ Wg (S) , Zj^ (S), Zg and (j)g. 
Proof; All that needs to be shown is that given the five 
components of a submodule S that it can be recovered. The 
claim is that S = 0 ^2 (S) | (|)g (m^ ) = Ag}. If 
(m^ ymgleS then ({)g (m^ ) = Ag by definition, and conversely, if 
(m^ ,m2) eTT^  (S) © ngtS) such that if (})g (m^ ) = Ag, then 
(m^ /mg^ eS. The claim is thus established. 
The following propositions show how the five component 
description of a submodule relates to interlacings and outer-
lacings.. 
Proposition 2.2; 
If L is a submodule of @ M2, where and M2 are 
R-modules, then L is the outerlacing of submodules of and . 
Proof ; Since L is a submodule of © Mg it has a five 
component description which will be denoted by 
7T (L) ngfL) 
L :  - — .  C o n s i d e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d i a g r a m  ( t h e  d o t  
and dashed arrows represent any appropriate R-modules and R-
B 
homomorphisms) 
-> %i(L) 
 ^ 2^ TTg (L)— > 7r^ (L) 
Zl/L) 
where = p^ , ^ 2 ~ ^^ h^ Pj^  being the natural quotient 
TT. (L) 
map from to ^  for i = 1,2. The canonical model of 
the pullback (which is the outerlacing) is 
P = (L) j f^  (m^ ) = fgfmg)}. For f^  (m^ ) to 
be equal to fgfmg) in this case means p^ (m^ ) = o^pgCmg) or 
(j)j^  (p^  (m^ ) ) = pgCWg), that is, (j)j^ (m^ ) = Thus P = L and 
therefore L is the outerlacing of it^ (L) and NGTL) which are 
submodules of and Mg respectively. 
Proposition 2.3: 
If L is a submodule of M, © M«, where M, and are R-
M. ® M,  ^
modules, then is the interlacing of quotient modules 
of and Mg. 
Proof; Let L have five component description L: -— 
Consider the following diagram 
y 
(L) 
1^ (L) 
2^ 
J 2 
2^ (Lj 
% • »i 
(L) 
where and fg = with being the natural injection 
(L) 
from ^  I, \ to 
i 
i][7îT 
i^ 
zTTlT for i = 1,2. The interlacing of z, (L) and 
e »2 ÏTTET 
where 
_ (L) 
Q = {(m,*^ Cmn|me2^ (L)}' Now 
e 
0 Mg  ^z^ (L) © ZgCL) 
_ = L 
(L) © Zg (L) 
There is a natural isomorphism 0 
M, 9 M, M 
1 © "2 
• z^ (L) 6) Zg (L) Zj^ (L) z^ TlJ 
defined by 8 (p (m^ ^^ mg) ) = (p^ fm^ ifPgCmg)) where p, p^  ^and Pg are 
the appropriate quotient maps. The map 0 induces a map on 
© Mg 
(L) ® Zg (L) 
Let 
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The question becomes what happens to -  ^^ . 
(m.,m-)GL and consider 0(p(m, ,m^ )) which is (p,(m,),p^ (m,)) = 
J-  ^ 7r.(L)  ^  ^ M.  ^  ^  ^  ^
since - is a submodule of  ^ for i = 1,2, 
Also since (m^ ^^ mg) eL, (ny^ yAg) = (m^ y(()^ (m^ ) ) . It is thus clear 
L 1^ ® ^ 2 
that 6 transforms ^ . (l) ^  z (l) 0 and that  ^ is 
M Mj 
(isomorphic to) the interlacing of ^  and ^  . 
A corollary to Proposition 2.3 will now be developed ex­
tending this result to a quotient module of a direct sum which 
has a finite number of summands. Some further notation will 
n 
be necessary. Let L be a submodule of © Z M. where the M., 
i=l ^   ^
i = l,...,n, are R-modules. For S a subset of indices of the 
set {1/2,..,,n}, let (L) denote all elements in 0 Z M. such 
ieS ^  
that there is an element in L with zero in the indices outside 
S and the same components in the indices represented by S. 
Similarly, n_(L) denotes all elements in 0 2 M. such that 
 ^ ieS ^  
there is an element in L that has the same components in the 
indices represented by S. The symbols and Z^ , i = 1,2, 
will have the same meaning that and z^ , i = 1,2, had in 
Proposition 2.3. 
Corollary 2.1; 
Let M be an R-module such that 
n 
© S M. 
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where M./ i = l,...,n, are R-modules. Then M is the inter-
"i lacing of the quotient modules ^  , i = l,...,n. 
Proof; Rewrite 
n n 
© Z M. M, e (® Z M. ) 
 ^ as -i 
Proposition 2.3 states that 
n 
M, © (e Z M. ) 
4 =2 is (isomorphic) to the interlacing of 
n 
z^ (L )  zJTlJ 
n^ (L) RgfL) 
by the interlacing submodule formed from g—g—by 
It should be noted that the interlacing submodule is, 
in a sense, composed of the same material as the five 
component description of the submodule 1», but in a different 
context. Also, note that (L) = _(L). 6 6 # * # n 
In a similar fashion 
n n 
$ Z M. M, ® (® Z M. ) 
i=2 ^  _ J 1=3 ^  
i^TTTn"^  
which is the interlacing of 
12 
n 
"2 ® 
n 
Now Z2 — { (in2 /* • • • ') E®  ^2 | (0 ^ 1112 // • • • ^in^ ) sL} 
so th&t i^^ 2^  ^^ 2^ ^ 2^1 (^ 2 
— {1112CM2 I (Ofni2 f0f0f»««0)EL} 
= Zg (L) . 
Also, Z2<^ 2...n"'" 
n 
~  ^^ 3^'^ 4 ' * * * f^ 2^ ) E@  ^2 Mj^  I (0 f# • • • f 1(1^ ) G^ 2  ^(li) 
n 
~ { (iRg f I » m a f IT^  ) £0  ^Z Mj^  | (0^ 0 f lll^  / • • • / ) CXj} 
= ^3...n™-
Thus 
n n 
e Z M. M © S M. 
i-2 ^  2 i=3 
z, " „ (L) interlacing of 5^  and nïT 
6 # # * il 6 j # * # &% 
HiCz, „"•)) 
by the interlacing submodule formed from  ^ and 
"2 <=2 n'^ " 
'3:%nW S.-.n''-'-
Continuing this process for n-1 steps gives the corollary 
and the following diagram (where the double arrow indicates an 
13 
interlacing and the isomorphisms are as established above) 
Li 
"3 . 
^3^ 4» 
n 
e z M. 
i=3 ^  
n 
® E M. 
i=4 ^  
Z4...n(L) 
i 
n^-2 *: (n-2) (n-l)n (L) 
n^-1 ^  ^2 
(^n-l)n(^ ) 
M 
n-1 M n 
OÎT • 
B. An Application 
As an application of Corollary 2.1 it will now be shown 
that a finitely generated module M over a (left) artinian ring 
R with identity is the interlacing of a finite number of 
quotient modules of the form ^  where Re is a principal 
14 
indecomposable of the ring R and L is a submodule of Re. 
Pl0 Modules of the form are called quasiprimitives. For a 
further discussion of idempotents and artinian rings see 
Chapter III, Section A. 
Some definitions will be necessary, and they are stated 
for a general ring R. A submodule S of an R-module M is said 
to be small if, for any R-module T, S+T = M then T=M. A sub-
module L of an R-module M is said to be large if, for any 
R-module T, L T = 0 then T = 0. An R-module P is said to be 
projective if, for R-modules A and B, the diagram 
where f, g and (t> are R-homomorphisms. The direct sum of 
projectives is projective, and for an artinian ring R, the 
principal indécomposables are projective. 
It will also need to be known that if M is a finitely 
generated R-module, then NM = Rad(M) where N is the (Jacobson) 
radical of R and Rad(M) = M. where the index set I ranges 
so that includes all maximal submodules of M (see Chapter 
P 
B 
can be completed to a commutative diagram of the form 
15 
III preliminaries). This statement follows from two results. 
The first result is a form of Nakayama's Lemma which states 
that if M is finitely generated then NM is small in M. See 
Ribenboim [27]/ page 66, for a proof. The second result is 
that the radical of M is the sum of the small submodules of M, 
See Pareigis [25]. 
It will now be shown that a finitely generated module 
over an artinian ring is the quotient of a finite sum of 
principal indécomposables from which the application follows 
by Corollary 2.1. 
Proposition 2.4: 
Let A be an artinian ring with unity, and let M be a 
finitely generated left A-module. Then 
© ? (Ae.)9(i) 
« = 
where A = Ae^  ^ © Aeg ® ... €> Ae^  is a decomposition of A into 
principal indécomposables, g(i), for i = l/2,...,n, is zero 
or a positive integer, and L is a submodule of the direct sum. 
Proof; First consider Since M is finitely generated, 
NM ~ n M. where each M. is a maximal submodule of M. Now the 
iel  ^  ^
index set I may be taken to be finite since M is finitely 
generated. This can be seen by considering the chain 
16 
3 n M2 ^  n Mg n ... (here it has been assumed with­
out loss of generality that I is an index set of ordinals) 
which must become stable at some finite index since a finitely 
generated module over an artinian ring is artinian. Thus 
2 r-1 r r+1 
for some index r, M-a 0 M. . . .o O H M. = O M. = ... . 
 ^i=l ^  i=l  ^i=l ^  i=l  ^
r 
So NM = n M. . 
i=l ^  
Now  ^„ = rj— ® rr— 0.. •© « The isomorphism NM o M, M~ M 
i=l 1 J.  ^ r 
follows from the short exact sequence 
o-'-rr^ST ® ir ®-•I-^ ^" 
n M. ^ " Ï M. 
j=l 3 j=l 3 
(see Bourbaki [5], page 31) and the fact that the are 
maximal. Since A is artinian and is maximal 
M ( i Ï M~ ^  ' •" for some primitive idempotent Thus, 
1 Jc (i) 
i=l 1 
where e^ ^^  ^is the idempotent corresponding to 
Consider the following diagram 
17 
r 
® Z As 
i=l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
M 
r Ae 
k(i) 4 @ Z 
k(i) 
i=l ^ ®k(i) 
= <t> 
. ?L. 
7 NM 
where p^ f i = 1 , 2 ,  is the quotient map, (j) is the isomorphism 
just established and 6 is yet to be established. The A-
r 
homomorphism 0 exists since €» Z Ae, ,.. is projective. Also, 
i=l 
Pl9(® 
e(« )+ 
NM -
NM M 
NM 
This implies that 0 (© Z Ae. ,. » )+NM=M, but NM is small in M so 
i=l 
r 
that 0 (© Z Ae. i.v) = M. The map 6 is thus an epimorphism 
i=l *11' 
and so 
M = 
Ker 0 
The index k{i) gives the idempotent for maximal submodules, 
and these idempotents may repeat so that the above can be 
written in the form of the proposition: 
18 
C. Submodules, Sums ^ d Intersections Using the 
Five Component Description 
To continue the study of the submodule lattice of the 
direct sum ® Mgv the question of determining the submodules 
of a given submodule is considered. First some definitions 
are necessary. 
Definition 2.2; 
Let A and B be R-modules with B a submodule of A. The 
A A quotient system of g, denoted QS(g), is the set of all quotient 
n 
modules ^  where C is a submodule of A, D is a submodule of B 
and, of course, D is a submodule of C. 
Definition 2.3: 
For ~eQS(^ ) define n: g g as follows; for ce~ let 
n(c) = aGg where a is any element in the coset of c in g, that 
is, such that the following diagram is commutative 
I 
C > A 
P P 
C  ^ V A 
D  ^B 
Where p is the natural quotient map, and i is the natural in­
jection. 
The map n extends the natural injection of submodules, 
and it is well-defined since for c-j^ , ®1 ~ then 
19 
Ci-C2eDcB so that = Cg in g. It is similarly straightfor­
ward to show that n is an R-homomorphism. 
For completeness the following information on n is given. 
Proposition 2.5; 
For ^ QS (g) and n: 
(1) The mapping n is monomorphic if and only if CAB = D; 
(2) The mapping n is epimorphic if and only if C+B = A. 
Proof; (1) The Ker n = {c e^ |ceB}. If n is a monomorphism 
then Ker n = 0^  so that c = which implies that ceD. Thus 
CflB = D. Conversely, if CnB = D, then the only c in B are 
also in D so that c = 0. 
(2) If the mapping n is an epimorphism, then for aeA 
there exists ceC such that n(c) = a, that is, c = a which im­
plies that a-ceB or that a-c=b for some beB which implies that 
a = b+c. Conversely, let aeA so that a = c+b, but then a = c 
so that n(c) = â and thus n is an epimorphism. 
Proposition 2.6; 
Let S and T be submodules of @ Mg with five component 
descriptions 
IT, (S) *S ÏÏ, (S) IT, (T) '•'t II, (T) 
20 
The module S is a submodule of T if and only if 
IT, (S) IT, (T) TTg (S) IT, (T) 
ZpST STîST the following diagram 
is commutative: 
7T^ (T) ÏÏ2 (T) 
z^ (T) " z^ lrT 
A 
T1 T1 ' 
TTi(S) .*g TTg ( S) 
Zj^ (S) ~ Zg ( S) 
where ti is as in Definition 2.3. (If such a diagram is 
commutative it will be said that n-extends (fg) . 
Proof; If S is a submodule of T, then certainly %\(S)cn^ (T) 
and z^ (S)cz^ (T) for i = 1,2. Also, (f)^  n-extends ({)g since if 
(m^ ,m2)eScT, then (|)g(m^ ) = Ag and so (t)^ (m^ ) = Ag should 
be noted that the use of and is relative, the context 
indicating exactly which quotient is under consideration). 
- TT (S.) _ _ 7T^ (T) 
Now for m^ Gg , n(m^ ) = m^ e-—that <j>rj, (ri (m^ ) ) = Ag = 
n ((fig (m^ ) ) , and thus the diagram is commutative. 
Conversely, if the three conditions are satisfied, let 
(m^ /mgicS. Then <|>g(mj^ ) = Ag and if n-extends 4»gy then 
n4ig (m^ ) = (()^ n = 4)^  ^ i^^  ' 
Now Ti(()g (m^ ) » n (^ 2) = Ag so that <j>,p(in^ ) = A^  so that (m^ ,m2) cT 
21 
and the proposition is proven. 
Consider the lattice of all sxibmodules of © Mg of the 
form @ Lg where for i = 1,2. This lattice will be 
called the direct sum sublattice of @ Mg. The following 
proposition shows that any submodule is, in a sense, 
sandwiched between two members of the direct sum sublattice of 
Proposition 2.7; 
Let S be a submodule of © Mg with five component 
description 
TTt (S) *S ir, (S) 
c. ^ ^ 
z^ts) zjtst " 
Then the following are true; 
(1) The module z^(S) @ ^2(8) is the largest direct sum 
contained in S. 
(2) The module Tr^(S) ^ (S) is the smallest direct sum 
containing S. 
Proof; (1) If ® Kg is contained in S, then Kj^cZj^(S) and 
K2^Z2(S) by Proposition 2.4. Thus, z^(S) @ ZgfS) •=> @ Kg. 
Also, by definition, z^fS) ® Zg (G) ^  S so that z^(S) 0 ZgfS) 
is the largest, in terms of containment, direct sum contained 
in S. 
(2) Certainly 7r^(S) 0 ngfS) contains S. Assume that 
there exists S^K^ (S) © ïïg (S) where the last containment 
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is proper. This implies that either or is properly con­
tained in iT^ (S) or ngfS) which contradicts the fact that S 
is contained in 0 Kg. Thus, 0 ngfS) is the smallest 
direct sum containing S. 
The next two theorems show how to use the results of the 
previous proposition. The definition of large and small sub-
modules from Section A will be needed. 
Theorem 2.1; 
A necessary and sufficient condition for L, a sub-
module of 0 Mg, to be large is that z^(L) and ZgtD be 
large in and Mg respectively. 
Proof ; Assume z^(L) and ZgfL) are large in and . Let P 
be a submodule of © Mg with description 
ÏÏ, (P) *P IT, (P) 
sppy • 
Now z^(P) © Zg (P) c p so if either Zj^(P) or ZgtP) is nonzero 
then z^iL) © ZgfL) will nontrivially intersect it and thus 
nontrivially intersect P. So if P is to be such that 
LOP = 0, then z^(P) = 0 = ZgtP). Thus P has description 
P: n^(P) = ngfP) . Now z^(L) large in implies that 
Z^(L)OTT^(P) ^  0. Also, ZgfL) large in Mg implies that 
Z2 (L)0(J)p(Zj^ (L)n TT^ (P) ) ^  0. Thus, Zj^(L) @ Zg (L) 0 P 7^ 0. 
Thus a nontrivial module P does not exist that has zero 
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intersection with L. Therefore, L is large. 
Conversely, assume L is large in ; it is to be 
shown that z^(L) and ZgfL) are large. Assume z^(L) is not 
large. Then there exists a submodule of such that 
z^(L)nL^ = 0 but ^ 0. Consider ® (0). Now if 
L(\L^ © (0) 0, then LOL^ ® (O)tZj^(L) © (0) but 
Zj^(L) ® (0)f\Lj^ @) (0) =0, so LnL^ ® (0) =0. Since 
@ (0) ^ 0 L is not large which completes the proof by the 
contrapositive. 
Theorem 2.2; 
A necessary and sufficient condition for S, a submodule 
of @ Mg f to be small is that (S) and ngfS) be small in 
and Mg respectively. 
Proof; If (S) and ngfS) are both small, then n^(S) © ngfS) 
is small in 0 Mg. This follows from the easily proved 
facts that if A is small in B and B is a submodule of C then 
A is small in C and that the sum of two smalls is small. Now 
S is a submodule of Tr^(S) © so that S is small in 0 M2 
Conversely if S is small, then it must be shown that Tr^(S) 
and MgfS) are both small. Assume that n^(S) is not small, 
that is that there exists a proper submodule of such that 
(S) + P^ = It is claimed that S + P^t^Mg = @ Mg 
since 7r^(s) + = M^. To see this let , then 
there exists seS and peP^ with s = (s^ySg) and p = (p^,0) 
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such that s^+p^ = Consider (p^fMg-SgleP^ @ Mg. Now 
6 + (p^fMg-Sg) = (s^ySg) + (p^^Mg-Sg) = (m^/mg)' So 
S + 8 Mg = @) Mg f but 0M2 ^  Mg so that S is not 
small, and the proof is complete. 
The following corollaries are easy extensions of the above 
theorems. 
Corollary 2.2; 
n 
A submodule. S, of a finite direct sum, © Z M., is small 
i=l ^ 
if and only if n\(S) is small for i = l,2,...,n. 
Corollary 2.3; 
n 
A submodule, L, of a finite direct sum, ® Z M., is small 
i=l ^ 
if and only if z^(L) is large for i = l,2,..,,n. 
The last part of this section is concerned with charac­
terizing the sum and intersection of two submodules of a 
direct sum using the five component description. This will be 
done by a series of lemmas which will develop the five com­
ponents of the sum and intersection. First the intersection 
will be considered. In the remainder of the section two sub-
modules N-j^ and Ng of the direct sum © Mg with the 
following five component description will be considered, 
„ s''2'ni) „ "1 ("21*52 ^ 2 <"2' 
1 • " zg (ni) 2 • z^fng) " zgtng) ' 
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Lemma 2.2; 
For NjONj, (N^)n(N2) , i = 1,2. 
Proof ; Let aez^tN^RNg), then (a,0)ENinN2 so that (a,0)GN^ 
and (a,0)eN2 which implies that aEz^(N^) and aez^fNg). There­
fore z^fN^nNglcz^fN^ynz^CNg). Conversely, let aez^ (Nj^)f\ z^ (Nj) , 
then (a,0)eN^ and (ayOleNg which implies that (afOlcN^lNg 
that aez^CN^lNg). Thus, z^fN^lnz^^NgXez^fN^lNg) so that 
z^fN^nNg) = z^fN^hlz^fNg). The proof for z^ is the same. 
Lemma 2.3; 
For NjHNj, does not necessarily equal 
ir^ (N^)n7r^ (N2) although ir^ (N^nN2)ciT^ (N^)n ir^ (N2) , i = 1,2. 
Proof ; For a counterexample to equality let and K2 be 
isomorphic submodules of and M2 where 6; + Kg the 
isomorphism. Let 0 (0) and let Ng = { (k^^, 0 (k^^) ) 1  k^ekj^} •  
Now = ir^(N2) so that n^^N^)nn^(N2) = but 
obviously = (0) 9 (0) so that 'iTj^(N^nN2) = (0). 
To show the containment, let aeir^ (N^nN2) , then there 
exists bcMg such that (a,b)EN^VN2 which implies that (a,b)eN^ 
and (a,b)eN2 so that and thus, 
TTi (NjON2)ciri (Ni)f\''Ti (N2) . Note that the same holds for 
n^ang. 
In the following two lemmas the square brackets, [], 
refer to the elements of the coset determined by the element of 
the quotient module inside the brackets. 
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Lemma 2.4; 
For = {aeir^ (N^)n (N2) | [(|.j, (â) ]n [4,^ (â)]?^ 
0} and t T jCN^ONj )  =  { b e T r 2  ( N 3 ^ ) m r 2  ( N 2 )  1  (B) ]n (B) ] 0} . 
Proof ; For aeu^(N^pNg) there must exist an element beM2 
such that (a,b)eNjnN2 or (a,b)eN^ and (afblcNg which implies 
that be[(j>jj (â) ] and be[(j>jj (a)]» that is be (a)]n[*Q (a)]. 
1 2 1 2 
Reversing the argument gives the reverse containment. The 
second statement of the lemma is similarly proven. 
The descriptions of and ''r^(NjnN2)/ i = 1,2, are 
now complete. What remains is the isomorphism ^ which 
has a natural definition in terms of (j)„ and 4»» . 
ni «2 
Lemma 2.5: 
Tr2(NjnN2) 
Define the map *: -» 
by letting <|) (a) = B where aeu^ (N^oN2) and bG[#Q (a)]n[4'jj (a) 3 • 
The map 4> is an isomorphism, and 4>jj =4). 
Proof: The map <|) is well defined since if a^^ = ag then 
(â^)] = [(j)jj (âg) ] and [(|)^ (â^) ] = [(|>^ (âg) ]. Thus any b 
11 2 2 
chosen for an a will be in the same coset which shows that 
(() (a^) = (|) (^2) ' The fact that 4) is an R-homomorphism is 
straightforward following from the fact that both <j)jj and 
are R-homomorphisms. 
To show that (j) is monomorphic, consider 
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Ker <(» = {âj (j)(a) =0} 
= {âl Oe[*M Câ)l ri [&, (à)]}. 
ni wj 
Now for zero to be in (â) ] , i = 1,2, implies that 
[(|)jj (a)] = ZgfNu), i = 1,2. Thus 
Ker <J> = {â| (â) J = ZgfN^) and (â) ] = ZgfNg)} 
= {i"| aez^fN^) and aez^CNg)} 
= {â| aez^ (Ni)OZi (N2) } . 
Thus 4> is monomorphic. 
To show that 4» is epimorphic, let bengfN^iNg). Then there 
exists a such that ae[<|)jj (6) (Ê) ], Thus, (a) = b 
and ())jj (a) = 6 so that be[*Q (a)]n[*Q (a)], and thus 4» is an 
epimorphism. 
To show that (|)= (j)„ where (j>„ is the isomorphism from 
n^nng 
the five component description of » let (a,b)£Mi © M2 such 
that (|>(a) = 6. Now aen^fN^lNg) and be[*Q (â) ]n (a) ] so 
^ 12 
that <|)jj (a) = b and (j)^ (â) = Ê which implies that (a,b)eNi 
and (afblsNg. Thus, (â) = b. In a similar fashion, if 
(a,b)eMi @ Mg is such that <l>jj pjj (a) = b then (|i(a) = 6. 
The following theorem follows by combining Lemmas 2.2 
through 2.5. 
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Theorem 2.3; 
Given submodules N^, of $ Mg whose five component 
descriptions are 
 ^ *1/^ 2) ngcng) 
• z^ (nj^ )  ^zg (n^ ) 2 • z^ fng) zgtng) ' 
then the five component description of Ng is 
v^2• zitn^nng) zgtnjnng) ' 
where 
= {aeir^ (Nj^)mr^ (N2) 1 [(|>jj (a) In [(|)^^ (a) ] ^ #}, 
ngtNinNg) = {bEngfNilnWgtNg)! (b) ]n (b) ] fi fl), 
z^^N^nNg) = zxfN^lnz^tNg), for i = 1,2, 
and (j) is defined as in Lemma 2.5. 
Now for the characterization of . 
Lemma 2.6; 
For N^+Ng, i = 1,2. 
Proof ; Let aen^fN^+Ng), then there exists b such that 
(a^biEN^+Ng. Now (a/bïeN^+Ng implies that (a,b) = 
(ai,bi)+(a2#b2) where (a^,b^)EN^, i = 1,2. Thus, asa^+ag 
where a^En^(N^), i = 1,2, and thus 
Conversely, let aEn^fN^l+n^CNg) so that a^a^+ag where 
a^eTr^(N^), i = 1,2. Thus there exists b^ and bg such that 
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(ai/bi)eNi, i = 1,2, and so Thus, 
a^a^+agEn^CN^+Ng) and so ir^ (N^^)+Tr^ (N2)«:Tr^ (N^^+Nj) . Therefore, 
TTiCNi+Nz) = TT^(Nj^)+irj^ (N2) . A similar proof holds for Wg. 
Lemma 2.7; 
For , Zi/N^+Ng) may not equal (N^^)+z^ (N2) al­
though (N^+N2)3Zj^ (Nj^)+2^ (N2). 
Proof ; Consider the same counterexample used in Lemma 2.4 
but let = (0) @ Kg. It is clear that z^CN^^+Ng) = but 
z^(N^) = 0 = z^fNg) so that z^^ )+Z2 (Ng) = 0 and thus 
ZiCNi+Ng) / Zj^ (N^)+Zj^ (Ng) . To show containment, let 
aezj^ (Nj^)+z^ (N2) . Then a=a^+a2 where a^ez^(N^) and a2ez^(N2). 
Thus, (a^,0)eN^ and (agfOieNg so that (^1+ ,0)eN^+Ng or 
ai+agSZi(N1+N2). A similar proof holds for Zg. 
In the next two lemmas the square brackets again refer to 
cosets. 
Lemma 2.8; 
For , Zj C^Nj^+Ng) = {a| a=a^-a2 where (âj^) (â) ] 
fH} and Z2 (N^+Ng) ={b|.b-b2^-b2 where [(|)^ 
1 2 
Proof; The elements of Zj^(Nj^+N2) may arise from three sources, 
namely, Zj^(Nj^), z^fNg) or from differences of the sort 
(a^,b)-(a2,b) = (a^-a2,0) which is in Zj^(Nj^+N2). The first 
two cases are included in the third when b=0. Thus %i(N^+N2) = 
{a I a is the difference of two elements from [(()^ ^(B)l and 
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(Ê) 1 where but this is just a re­
wording of the statement of the lemma. A similar proof holds 
for Zg (N^+Ng) . 
Now the map (|)^ needs to be developed. 
^1 2 
Lemma 2.9: 
tt (N, )+tt (N^) ir2(N )^+7r2(N2) 
Define the map z^fN^+Ng) " follows. 
For aen^fN^l+n^CNg), aza^+ag where a^ew^(N^) and 
let (J) (â) = b where bsb^+bg such that (()^ (a^)=b^ and (j)^ (a2)=b2. 
The map (j) is an isomorphism, and 0=#^ . 
Proof; First it needs to be shown that (|) is well defined. 
Let â=â' and let a=aj^+a2 and a'=a^*+a2'. Now 0(a)=b where 
b =b^+b2 with(j)jj (a^)=b^, (âg ) =^2 and (|) (â' ) =6 ' with (|)^ (a^') = 
b, • and (âû')=6_'. It needs to be shown that b=6', that is 
^ ^2 
that b-b'ez2 (Nj^+N2) . Now a=a' implies that a-a'EZ^(N^+N2). 
Rewriting this gives (a^-a^')-(a2'-a2)ez2(N^+N2) which implies 
that there exists b"eiT2 (N^)r\7r2 (N2) so that (a-a^',b")GN^ and 
(a2 '-a2/b" ) eN2. This further implies that <|)^ (a^^-a^^ ' ) =Ê" and 
that (j)jj (ij^"^aj)=b". Thus, (|)^ (â^) -(()^ (â^' )=6" and 4)^ (ag')-
_ 2 ^ 1 _1 ^ _ 2 ^ 
(f)j^ (a2)=b". Using the fact that (|)^ (a^)=b^ and (a^)=b^, 
for i=lf2, it follows that bj^-bj^'^b" and 62'-62=6. Thus, 
b-fb^-b^'ÏEZgCW^) and (b2 '-b2)-bez2 (N2) or (bj^-bj^') + 
(b2-b2 ' ) ez2 (NJ^)+Z2 (N2)CZ2 (N^+N2) SO that b-b 'ez2 (N^+N2) and 
thus b=b*. 
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The fact that (|) is em R-homomorphism is straightforward 
and follows from the fact that <|)^ and are R-homomorphisms. 
"l '^ 2_ 
To show that * is a monomorphism let âe Ker (|> where 
Ker (|) = {a| * (a)=6}. Now aen^CN^l+n^fNg) so that a^a^+ag. 
By definition of 4, 4» (â) =b where b is such that bzb^+bg and 
(j)jj (a^^)=b]^ and 4»^ (a2^~^2* ^ Ker * so beZgCN^+Ng) , 
that is bi+bgGZgtN^+Ng)' This can be rewritten in the form 
bi-C-bglez^CN^+Ng) which implies that there exists an 
a'eîT^ (Nj^)0 TT^ (Nj) such that (a',b^)EN^ and (a'f-bgieNg. 
Further, a'a*^ "^(b^) and a'=(|>^ ^(-b2)=-*Q ^(bj). Now 
(j)jj ~^(b2)=a2 and (j>jg "^(b^)=â^. Thus, a'-a^ez^CNi) and 
2 1 
a'+a2ez^(N2) so that a=(a'+a2)-(a'-a^)Gz^(N2)+z^(N2Xcz^(N^+N2), 
that is, a=%r. Therefore * is a monomorphism. 
To show that * is epimorphism, let beTr2 (N^^) H-ir^ (N2) so 
that bsb^+bg. Consider ^(b^) and Choose 
a^Et^Q "^(b^)] and a^eC^Q "^(£2)] and let a=aj^+a2 so that 
„1 2 
0(a)=b. 
Finally, it needs to be shown that 0=*^ where 
is the isomorphism in the five component description 
for . If (a,b)EM^ ^  M2 is such that (|)(a)=b then 
_ ir, (N^ )+Tr, (Ng) 
ae——g (n H-N ) ®° that aeir^^ (N^)+7r^ (N2) or a=a^^+a2 where 
a^E?^(N2) and a2Gn^(N2). By the definition of (j), 
bETTj (Ni)+ïï2 (N2) is such that bzb^+bg where (â^) =b]^ and 
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<t)jj Thus, (a^/b^)eN^, (agfbgÏGNg and so 
(a,b)= (a^^+ag ^ bj^+bj) eN^+Nj. Therefore, (â')=b. A similar 
argument shows that if (a+bleN^+Ng, that is if (|)^ (a)=b 
then (j) (â) =6. 
The following theorem follows by combining Lemmas 2.6 
through 2.9. 
Theorem 2.4; 
Given submodules and of ® Ng whose five 
component descriptions are 
lt,(N,) It, (N, ) », (N,) 71-(N-) 
Then the five component description of N^^+Ng is 
TT, (NL+N,) (p n.fNL+N,) 
v2= ' sjtspi^- ' 
where 
= TT^ (Nj^)+ïïj^ (N2) r for i = 1,2, 
z^^N^+Ng) = {a|a=aj^-a2 where (a^^) (âg) ] , 
Z2(Ni+N2) = {blb=b^-b2 where [(|)^ ^(b^)]n[#Q ^Xbg)]/#}, 
and ij) is defined as in Lemma 2.9. 
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D. An Application 
As a further application the five component description 
of a submodule of a direct sum will be used to develop a set 
of sufficient conditions for the direct sum of two auto-
morphically finite modules to be automorphically finite. 
Definition 2.4: 
An R-module M is said to be automorphically finite if 
there exists a finite set of submodules of M, {L., such 
x 1— 
that if L is any given submodule of M, then there exists an 
automorphism of M, say 0, such that 0(L) « for some 
x — 1^2^...^n. 
The concept of a module being automorphically finite is 
of some interest concerning algebras of bounded module type, 
and a precursor of the idea may be found in Dickson [14]. 
The object of this section is to develop sufficient 
conditions for © Mg to be automorphically finite when and 
are automorphically finite. Thus, knowledge about the endo-
morphism ring of 0 Mg is necessary. Any endomorphism, 0, 
of © Mg can be expressed as a matrix 
®11 ®12 
®21 ®22 
where 0^^j EHom^ i = 1,2, j = 1,2. This comes from 
using the following natural maps associated with , 
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0 ^ ® mgt = mg 4-
ir, 
0< @ mg > mg » 0 
where and ig are the natural injections, and and 
are the natural projections (see MacLane [21], page 15) . 
Thus 0. . = IT.0 001. for i,j = 1,2. 
i J J ^ 
An automorphism of © Mg also has the above form, but 
since the information available concerns the automorphisms 
of and Mg the remainder of the discussion will be limited 
to automorphisms of the form 
011 0 
®22 
= 0^^ © ©22 where 
0..eAut„(M.) i = 1,2. The first thing to be done is to 
XX i\ X 
describe how an automorphism of the form 0^^^ © 022 acts on a 
giVdn submodule. 
Proposition 2.8; 
Let N be a submodule of ® Mg with five component 
description, 
... *!<%) in *2'%) 
2i(n) zj (n) ' 
and let 0 = 0^^ © 022 be an automorphism of © Mg such that 
0^^e Aut^(Mj^) i = 1,2. The image of 0, 0(N) , has five 
component description 
011 ("iw)) f g22(*2(m)) 
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where 0^^ is the extension of 0^^, for i = 1,2, in the follow­
ing diagram: 
-> z^{N) ->tr^(n) 
®ii 
zi(n) ®ii 
4 
tr^(n) 
(N) 
xi 
0 
0. . (tt. (N)) 
^  0 ii(Z^(N) ) . e.. („. (N) ) ^  
Proof; Consider (a,b)eN. Now 0(a,b) = (0^^(a), Gggfb)) so 
that TTj^CN) under 0 is just (N^) ) . Also, since z^(N) 
is a submodule of Tr^(N), 0(z^(N)) = 0^^(z^(N)) is a submodule 
of @11Thus, in the following diagram 
-> z^(N) ^%l(n) 
0 11 (N) 11 
"itn) 
z^tn) 
S 11 
-4 0 
01l(7ri(n)) 
->o 
an R-homomorphism 0^^^ can be defined by 0^^ (x) = 0^^^ (x) 
where the bar refers to the appropriate quotient map. It is 
straight forward to show that 0^1 is an isomorphism. The 
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isomorphism Ggg similarly developed. 
All that remains to be done is to show that 
This follows immediately from the 
following diagram 
*0(N) 
~ —1 O A O Q  
(N) 
z^ tnt 
0 11 
N ^-(n) 
s7w 
0 22 
0^l(n^(n)) ®22**n*®11 
^ 
Thus if (0ii(a)f G22(b))e0(N), then (a,b)eN so that *Q(a)=G 
and thus (0^^^^(a) )=02'^(b). Now consider 
0,^od, o0_-l(0_ (a)) = G_-o*M(a) 
22 -N 11 '11 22  
= 022(b) 
= 02^ (b) . 
Thus = G22'*N°8ii"l • 
Now that the action of automorphism of the form 0^^^ © 0^2 
is known the remainder of the development breaks down into two 
parts. First the conditions needed for the classes of 
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submodules which have the same first four components to be 
automorphically finite will be developed, and secondly condi­
tions for a four component class of submodules to be auto­
morphically finite will be developed. 
If N is a submodule of © Mg it has the five component 
description 
„ "l ÎN "2 <N' 
zj^ (n) zj (n) • 
If the fifth component, namely 4»^, is dropped then a class of 
submodules all of which have the same four components results. 
The next lemma gives conditions for the classes of four 
component submodules to be automorphically finite. First 
a definition is needed. 
Definition 2.4; 
An R-module M is said to be quotient automorphically 
finite if there exists a finite set, {=—} , from QS(M) 
®i i=l 
such that for any ^eQS(M) there exists an automorphism of M, 
~ L ^i 
say 0, that induces an isomorphism 0 such that 0 (g-) = g7 
for some i = l,2,...,n. 
The action of 0 on ^ is as discussed previously in 
this section, namely 0(^) = | . It is easy to see that 
a quotient automorphically finite module is also auto­
morphically finite. 
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Lemma 2.10; 
Let and Mg be quotient automorphically finite modules, 
then the classes of four component submodules of @ Mg 
are automorphically finite. 
Proof ! Two things must be done to establish that the 
classes of four component submodules are automorphically 
finite. First the representatives of the finite number 
of automorphism classes must be chosen. (An automorphism 
class is a set of submodules that are all automorphically 
isomorphic). Secondly, for any four component class of 
submodules, it must be shown that there exists an auto­
morphism carrying the given four component class to one of 
the representatives. 
To choose the representatives, simply pick those 
pairs of isomorphic quotients such that the components of 
each pairing come, respectively, from the (finite number of) 
quotient representatives of and Mg that exist since and 
are quotient automorphically finite. The number of such 
pairings is certainly finite. As for the second part, let N be 
a submodule in the four component class whose description is 
tti(n) ^ tt2(n) 
2^(N) ~ gg(n) • ^Gt 0^^ be the automorphism of that carries 
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TT, (N) 
/„y to its quotient representative, and let be the auto-
zl(n) n (n) 22 
morphism of Mg that carries ^ to its quotient representa­
tive. Thus, 0,, © 0OO is an automorphism of Mn © M- that 
TT,(N) ^ ngfN) 
carries the four component class, -—^  , to the four 
component class ) = ®22 ^'z (n) ^ is one of the 
representatives of the four component classes of @ Mg 
7r,(N) _ ngfN) 
chosen above since (u) ^ and ®22^z~7nT^ are isomorphic. 
The last thing to be established are conditions sufficient 
for a four component class to be automorphically finite. 
Lemma 2.11; 
l, ^ l, 
Let s— = =— be a four component description of a class 
®1 ®2 
of submodules of @ Mg. Then there are a finite number of 
submodules in this class up to automorphism of 0 Mg (of the 
form 0 = 0,, © 0~o) if and only if there are a finite number 
s 1^ 2^ 
of isomorphisms, 4). : s > =— such that any iso-1 x~x x 2  
^2 ~ ~ —1 
morphism from g=- to g— is of the form ®22®*^i®®ll where 
•V. 12 xj ^ 
Ô. . is an automorphism of =— induced by an automorphism 6. . 
X X  X X  
of M^, i = 1,2, 
Proof; The sufficiency is clear since if <|) is an isomorphism, 
1^ 2^ ~ ~ -1 4): g ^'q~* then (j) = G22*^i*®ll some i = l,...,s, and 
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for some Autj^(Mj^) and GggE Aut^CMg) as in the following 
diagram 
li ^ lg 
S, = 
11 
V 
L, 
'22 
= ®2 
Thus, the submodule whose five component description is 
î ^2 
h ' §1 
is automorphically isomorphic to the submodule whose descrip-
i^ 2^ 
tion is g— = g— by ® ®22* is obvious that the rep­
resentatives of the four component class will be the sub-
modules 
1^ éi ^ 2 
®1 ®2 
for i = l,...,s. 
The necessity is equally straight forward. If there are 
a finite number of submodules, say 
rH |i ^2.3 
s"" ~  ^ ' 
^1 ®2 i=l 
such that there is an automorphism of 0 Mg y 0 = ® ®22' 
that transforms any given submodule, say 
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"1 4 
to one of the representatives, then the following diagram 
li ^ l2 
S, = S~ 
'11 e 22 
1 ii ^ 2 
-1 
clearly shows that ()> = ^22** "^i®®ll some i = l,...,s. 
These lemmas yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5; 
If and Mg are quotient automorphically finite R-
modules such that the four component class of submodules of 
® Mg are automorphically finite, then 0 Mg is auto­
morphically finite. 
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III. INTERLACING TO OBTAIN LARGE 
INDECOMPOSABLES 
In this chapter a particular interlacing technique will 
be investigated. By using this method it will be shown that 
certain finite-dimensional algebras over infinite fields have 
indécomposables whose dimension is at least that of the 
cardinality of the base field. A limitation on this method 
of interlacing will be shown, and it will be shown how the 
method can be generalized. 
A. Preliminaries 
All rings in this chapter are assumed to have identity 
and all modules are assumed to be unitary. It will be assumed 
that the reader is familiar with the basic theory concerning 
rings which have minimum condition on left ideals, that is, 
left artinian rings. The radical of a left R-module, M, is 
the intersection of all the maximal submodules of M. If the 
module is a left artinian ring, then this intersection is the 
Jacobson radical, and it is a two sided ideal that is nil-
potent. This means that if N = rad (R), then there exists a 
nonnegative integer j such that Np = 0. The socle of a left 
R-module, M, is the sum of all the minimal or simple sub-
modules of M. If the module is a left artinian ring then 
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S> = r(N) where S_ denotes the left socle of R and IJ IJ 
r(N) = {xER|Nx=0}, that is, the right annihilator of the 
radical N. Similarly, Sj^ = &(N) (see Behrens [3], page 193). 
A semiperfect ring (see Bass [1]) is a ring (with unity) 
such that (i) R/N is artinian (N = rad (R)), and (ii) each 
ideropotent êeR = R/N can be lifted to an idempotent eeR. 
2 ^  This last condition means that if e -e then there exists an 
idempotent feR, f =f, such that e-feN, One characterization 
of a semiperfect ring is that the identity is expressible as 
sum of a finite number of local primitive orthogonal idem-
potent (see Mueller 123] or Behrens [3]), that is, 
1 = e,+e»+...+e . The e. are called local since for each i, X A n X 
®i^®i a local subring of R, that is, ©j^RSj^ has a unique 
maximal submodule, namely e^Ne^. A left artinian ring is semi­
perfect so that if R is left artinian then R = Re^ © Reg (P.. 
Re^. The Re^ i = l,...,n, are called the principal indécom­
posables of R, Each of the Rej^, i = l,...,n, is projective 
sines they are direct summands of the free R-module R (see 
Behrens [3] or Lambek [20]). Also, each Re. has a unique 
Re. ^ 
maximal submodule Ne^, and , i = l,...,n, form the 
prototype of the simple R-modules. 
As has been mentioned, an idempotent, eeR, is such that 
2 
e =e. The set of mappings Hom^(M,M) for an R-module M is a 
ring. The R-module M can be considered to be an (R-Homj^(M,M) )-
bimodule in a natural way. The proof of the following lemma 
is included only for completeness. 
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Lemma 3.1: 
An R-module M is decomposable (nontrivially) if and only 
if there exists a nontrivial idempotent endomorphism of M, 
2 that is *EHomgXM,M) such that (|) =()>. 
Proof ; If 4> is an idempotent endomorphism, then M = Ker (f) © 
Im (j). This can be seen since m = (m-(|)(m) )+(|)(m) where 
2 
m-<{»(m)e Ker <j) since <J) (m-4> (m) ) = ^(m)-# (m) = 0 and 
())(m)elm (f). Also, if me Ker (jjOlm (|), then *(m) =0 and also 
2 there exists neM such that (|> (n) = m so that ^ (n) = ^ (m) = 0 
which implies m = 0. 
Conversely, if M = @ Mg, then define (j)eHomj^(M,M) by 
(|) (m) = m^ where m = is the unique representation of m 
by m^^eM^ and mgCMg. The map <l> is obviously idempotent. 
The next topic to be considered is the Brauer-Osima con­
cept of a basic ring. Let R be a left artinian ring whose 
radical is denoted by N. Then the quotient ring R = R/N is 
semisimple, and two (of several) equivalent statements about 
semisimple rings with minimum condition on left ideals are; 
(1) R is the direct sum of a finite number of simple 
left ideals : 
R = © Z L, , 
i«=l ^ 
where each L^^ is a simple left ideal and Lj^ = where 
{e.}^ is a set of orthogonal idempotents such that 
^ i=l 
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n __ _ 
S e. = TeR . 
i=l ^ 
__ r 
(2) R = @ SR., where R. is a two-sided ideal and R. j=l 3 3 3 
is isomorphic as a ring to the complete ring of n^xn^ matrices 
with entries in a division ring Dy, j = l,2,...,r. (See 
Jans [19] for a discussion of the above.) 
In the first characterization, the idempotents may be 
arranged so that 
r = êii+ëi2 ®ls+®21 +•-.+ 62^+633^+...+ 
where the simple left ideals Re^^j are isomorphic if the first 
indices are the same. Then Dj can be taken to be 
Hom=r(RB.,/Re., ) and n. is the number of simple left ideals 
« 3J. 31. 3 
isomorphic to 
The idempotents of R can be lifted to idempotents of R, 
since R is semiperfect, so that leR is such that 
1 - ®ls"^®21 ®2t"^®31 ®rv. 
Let e = ®ii'^®2l"^®31 ®rl* R* = eRe is called the 
basic ring of R. Now the radical of R* is N* = eNe, Thus 
R*/N* = @ 2 ^ , where e. = e., , that is, R*/N* is the 
i=l ®i'^®i ^ ^ 
direct sum of division rings. One fact to be noted is that 
R*e. 
since a simple left R*-module, S, is isomorphic to for 
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some idempotent e^, then S is one-dimensional over its endo-
morphism division ring. 
If the artinian ring under consideration is a finite-
dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field, then 
even more can be said about simple left ideals. 
Lemma 3.2; 
If S is a simple left A-module where A is a finite-dimen-
sional algebra over an algebraically closed field, K, then S 
is one-dimensional over K. 
Proof ; This follows immediately from Schur's Lemma and can be 
found in Curtis and Reiner [12] , pages 181-182. 
The importance of basic rings and algebras comes from a 
categorical standpoint in that the category of left modules of 
A and A* are in correspondence and this correspondence pre­
serves indecomposability among other properties. See Brauer 
[6], Jans [18], Bass [1] , Morita [22] and Nesbitt and Scott 
[24]. 
Some further lemmas that will be needed for the main 
theorem follow. 
Lemma 3.3; 
The lattice of two-sided ideals of a finite-dimensional 
algebra over an infinite field is finite if emd only if it is 
distributive. 
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Proof: See Jans [18], page 419, 
Lemma 3.4; 
If the lattice of two-sided ideals of a finite-dimensional 
algebra A is such that two minimal ideals are isomorphic then 
the lattice is not distributive. 
Proof; Let and Sg be simple ideals and let 4» be an (A-A) 
-isomorphism between them. Assume that the lattice of two-
sided ideals is distributive. Let so 
that is still an ideal. Now 
(0) ^ sg = sgafsi+sg) = (sgns^) + (s^nsg) 
since we are assuming distributivity. Let (|)' from to 
be defined by (|)' (s^) = s^+(()(s^) for all The (A-A)-
homomorphism is clearly an epimorphism. Also, Ker <j)' is either 
(0) or since is minimal. Then Ker (j)' being implies 
which is a contradiction. Thus, (|)' is an isomorphism 
and is also minimal. Now S^OS^ f (0) implies 
which is a contradiction and similarly S^nSg must be (0). 
Thus, must be zero which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.5; 
A modular nondistributive lattice has a projective root, 
that is a structure of the form; 
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P 
I 
Q 
K . 
Proof : See Birkhoff [4], page 13. 
Lemma 3,6; 
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an infinite 
field K. Let there be given a projective root of two-sided 
ideals of the following form, where 0=0, 
0 
Then there is an (A-A)-bimodule isomorphism from I to J. 
Proof; For any xel there exists a unique yeJ. such that x-yeK. 
To show the existence of y, let xel and zeJ. Then x-zeP = 
J + K so that x-z = y'+k or x-(z+y') = keK. Take y=z+y'eJ. 
The y, is unique since if y^ and y g (y^^ ^ Y2^ are such 
that x-y^eK and x-ygCK then x-yj^-(x-y2) = yg-y^eK which is a 
contradiction. Thus a map 4): I J can be defined by <J) (x) = y 
where x-yeK. It is straightforward to verify that (j) is an 
P 
I J 
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(A-A)-bimodule isomorphism. 
Lemma 3.7: 
Let A be an algebra over an infinite algebraically closed 
field K. Let Ae be a principal indecomposable, then 
eAe = Ke + eNe. 
Proof; See Curtis and Reiner [12] pages 376-377. 
Considering Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 the statement, in the 
following theorem, that the two-sided ideal lattice be infinite 
could be replaced by a nondistributive lattice or a lattice 
whose socle is nonsquare - free, that is, no isomorphic 
minimal two-sided ideals. 
B. Main Theorem 
Theorem 3.1; 
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an infinite 
algebraically closed field K such that the lattice of two-
sided ideals is infinite. Then A has an indecomposable 
module whose K-dimension is at least the cardinality of the 
base field K. 
Proof; Since the lattice of two-sided ideals is infinite 
there exists a projective root of the form: 
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I 
The ideal Q may be taken to be zero since an indecomposable 
A/Q-module is also an indecomposable A-module. By Lemma 3.5 
there is an (A-A)-bimodule isomorphism, 0, from I to J. Let 
1 = e^+e- +...+ e_ 12 n 
be the representation of the identity of A into orthogonal 
local idempotents. Since 1^0, there exists some e^ such 
that le^ ^ 0. Let e^ be denoted by e. Je is nonzero since 
0 is an isomorphism. Also le and Je are (A,eAe)-bimodules. 
It is clear that they are left A-modules, and if xele and 
eaeeeAe then x(eae) = (xea)eele since I is a two sided ideal. 
Finally, it is straightforward to show that 0 restricts to 
an (A,eAe)-bimodule isomorphism, 0; le ^ Je. 
Now consider le multiplied on the left by various powers 
of N = rad(A). Since A is artinian the radical is nilpotent 
so that there exists an exponent j (a nonnegative integer) 
such that (le) ^ 0, but N^^^(Ie) =0. In a similar fashion 
"i k there exists an exponent k such that (le) ) (eNe) ^ 0 but 
(N^(le))(eNe)^*^ = 0. Choose d^eN^(le)(eNe)^ c le and let 
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dg = (Xd^)GJe. Now d^fdg) lies in the left A-socle of Ae 
and the right eAe-socle of Ae since d^fdg) is annihilated on 
the left by N " rad(A) and on the right by eNe = rad(eAe). 
Since an indecomposable is being constructed, the algebra 
may be taken to be basic. Now d^, i = 1,2, generates a simple 
left A-module since the element d^, i = 1,2, must lie within 
whatever simple left A-module contains it in the socle. Thus, 
Ad^, i = 1,2, will be one-dimensional over K, that is, 
Adj^ = Kd^, i = 1,2. Also, since d^, i = 1,2, is annhilated 
by eNe, the action of eAe on dj^ is that of which is iso­
morphic to K by Lemma 3.6. Thus, the following equations 
hold: 
Ad^ = d^eAe = Kd^^ emd Adg = dgSAe = Kdg . 
Define s(b) = d^+kdg for keK. Then Ks(kj^)OKs (kj) = 0 
for k^^kg since if xeKs(kj^)r>Ks(kg) then, for X^, XgEK, 
X = A^fd^+k^dg) = XgCdj^+k^dg) or A^d^+X^^k^dg = X2dj+X2k2d2. 
The elements d^^ 'and dg were taken from (A, eAe) -bimodules hav­
ing zero intersection so that to have equality, but 
then which is a contradiction since k^^kg. For 
kj^T^kg, Ks(k^) and Ksfkg) will be called independent. 
Let M = ® 2 e,(Ae), where B is an index set 
B ^ 
B a (K-{0})U{1}, and where e^: Ae (Ae)^ is an isomorphism 
from Ae to the b^^ copy of Ae in the direct sum for be B. Let 
L denote the submodule of M generated by elements of the form 
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(b) , 1 ^  beB. (3.1) 
It will be shown that M' = M/L is an indecomposable left A-
module. Now M = © 2 e^Ae, NM = O Z e^^Ne so that by the nature 
B B 
^ ® Z e. Ae 
M' M/L ~ M/L ~ M ~ B Ae ^ 
NM^ ~ N (M/L) NM ~ © I E^Ne % Ne be B ^  ' 
Thus the K-dimension of M' is at least the cardinality of K. 
To show that M' is indecomposable, let (fi: M' M' 
be an idempotent endomorphism. Now Ae is projective, so M is 
projective, and 4> can be lifted to (():M -^-M as in the diagram 
M -> M 
(3.2) 
M/L -> M/L 
where n is the natural quotient map. Now any element of M 
is a finite sum of elements of copies of Ae and thus the map <() 
may be described by its effect on e in each coordinate of the 
direct sum 
For beB let 
' j(b,L(b, 
(e) (3.3) 
where a^ j (b) ^  ^  and J(b) is a finite set. Also, (J> maps L 
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into L, so that for 1 ^  beB, 
*(^ldi"V(^b) ) A(b)eL(b) (b) (b)® (b) ^ ^ 
(3.4) 
where Cj^ ^ 0 and L(b) is a finite set. In view of 
(3.3) one has from the left hand side of (3.4) 
^1 *l,j(l)=i(l)(=)"S(kb) *b,i(b)=i(b)(®) (3.5) 
~ L^(b) °b'A(b) (^l*l~^A(b)G(kA(b)))' 
Several facts should be noted from (3.5). First, for one 
has 
By independence a^ ^ = 0 for 1 5^ be B, and 
-11 • °b.Ub) • 
Secondly, for one has 
*l*l,A(b)"S(kb)*b,&(b) "Gb,&(b)S(kA(b))' f^.?) 
Since and may be different we cannot use independence 
as such, but (3.7) may be written out in two parts: 
®l,Mb)-®b,il(b) = -=b,l(b) "^1' 
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-"S ®b,Mb) = -Cb.&kt(b) (3.7") 
" ®l,Mb) * then (3.7') implies = Ob,Jl(b) 
(3.7") implies ~ ® ~ °b,A(b) possibly when 
b = &(b), in which case a^^^ - Cjjjj* 
To show that a^ = 0, consider 
which when expanded as above yields 
^1 *i,i (1) (1) if ~® (b) J(b), j (&(b))(&(b) ) 
' L(A^b) )°A(b),A(A (b) ) (A(b))S(k&(A(b))))' . 8) 
Now if a^ =0 we are through, so assume that a^^ Ji(b)^®* 
Thus in the Z(b) position of the above relation we have 
*1*1,  Z  (b) '® (b) ) H  ( b )  , Z ( b )  (b) , A (b) ® ^ ^ Z  (b) ^ 
so that a^ A(b)~® by independence of the submodules generated 
by d]^ and s (k^ ) , and this holds true for any 1 Jl (b) e B. 
Thus a^g=0 for b ^ c and by Equation (3.6) a^^=c^b=a^^ 
for all 1 beB. Now if ? is the zero map, the commutivity 
of Diagram (3.2) implies c|) is the zero map. If J is not the 
zero map, then ^  is invertible. Since A has scalar action on 
Kd^ ® Kdg, a simple diagram chase shows that ^ is invertible. 
Thus, since <j> is idempotent, (j)=<J)(J>(J) i so that ^ is the 
identity map and the proof is complete. 
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Example 3.1: 
The following example illustrates the above theorem. Let 
A be the algebra consisting of all matrices of the form 
"x 0 O" 
0 x 0  
V w y 
where x,y,v,w are all elements of an infinite field k which is 
algebraically closed. There are two primitive idempotents 
e=e^^+e22 and fae^g (here e^j refers to the ij matrix unit). 
The modules Ae and Af are the principal indécomposables, and 
since they are not isomorphic it is clear that A is self basic. 
In this case d^ êind dg may be chosen to be e^^ «md e22 
respectively. The action of the algebra A on Ae is easily 
verified to be that of multiplication by the field. The two-
sided ideals are Ae, Ne (N = ' Ae^^» ^®32' (k) , 
for keK (k^O), and Af. Thus, the lattice of two sided ideals 
is infinite, and this algebra satisfies the hypotheses of the 
main theorem. 
The above interlacing technique does have its limita­
tions. The next theorem shows that the size of the inde­
composable generated is limited by the amount of independent 
material available. 
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Theorem 3.2: 
Assume the hypotheses auid interlacing construction of 
Theorem 3.1 are given. Then the cardinality of the inde­
composable module thus constructed cannot be increased by 
this construction. 
Proof; Assume that an indecomposable module has been con­
structed by tying more them the cardinality of K submodules 
generated by the s(k)'s back to the submodule generated by 
dj^ = s(0). Then at least one of the submodules must have been 
used more than once. Assume that the and 0^^ components 
of L are the same submodùle and can thus be identified. 
Assume^ without loss of generality/ that both Ks(k^) 
and Ks(kg) are tied back to Kd^^ as in Equation (3.1). 
Let Ks(k^) Ks(kg) be the homomorphism defined by (J)(a) = 
-a for all a in Ks (k^). The homomorphism <j) can obviously 
be extended to all of Ae, $: Ae -> Ae. 
Consider the following submodules of M: 
(1) Let be the submodule such that its only nonzero 
entries are in the and positions, where the entries 
are of the form (...,a,...,@(a),...). 
(2) Let Mg be the submodule such that it always has zero 
entry in the 3 position. It is claimed that n(M^) smd nfMg), 
where IT is the natural quotient map N: M + M/L, forms a de­
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composition for M/L. Let x' be any element of M. Use sub­
scripts to denote elements in a particular position. Let x^ 
be such that $ (x^) = Xg ', and let y^^ be in such that its 
only nonzero entries are x^ in the position and Xg' in 
the 3^^ position. Let y^ be in Mg such that it is the same 
as x' in all coordinates except in the 3 position where it is 
zero and the position where it is x^'-x^. Now, y2+y2=x' 
where y^^ is in y g is in Mg and x' was arbitrary in M. 
Thus, M^+M2=M, and it follows that tr (M^^) +TT (Mg) =TT (M) =M/L. 
Let X be in the intersection of n(M^) and tt (Mg) so that 
x=Tr (xj^)=Tr (X2) where x^s= (0,... ,0,x^,0,... ,0,$ (x^) ,0.,. ) 
is in (x^ in the position and #(x^) in the 3^^ position), 
and where Xg = (*,*,...,*,0,*,...) is in Mg (0 in the 3*^^ 
position and * is in Ae). Since nfx^lanfxg), then Xj^-X2eL. 
Consider the 3^^ position of the difference, that is, $(Xg) 
which must be in the submodule generated by s(kg). Thus, 
is in the submodule generated by s (k^) and now may 
also be represented as (x-x,0,...,0,x^,0,...,0,$(x^),0...) 
where x corresponds to x^ (and since <j>(x^) = -x„, -x 
corresponds to^(x^)) by the main construction. Thus, it can 
be seen that x^ belongs to L as does X2 so that x=w(0). 
Therefore, the decomposition is direct. 
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C. A Generalization 
The interlacing method used in the main theorem should 
not be limited to algebras. In other words, if one has a 
collection of isomorphic submodules (of a given module) ex­
hibiting the correct type of independence, then one should 
be able to pick one of the submodules, lace the others to it 
and produce an indecomposable. The next theorem is a step in 
this direction. A proposition emd some preliminary discussion 
will first be needed. The following proposition concerning 
indecomposabillty of quotient modules is taken directly from 
Dickson and Kelly [15]. 
Proposition 3.1; 
Let I : A + B be a monomorphism of left R-modules. If i 
satisfies the following four conditions, then B/A is inde­
composable . 
(1) For every R-homomorphism m: B A, mi = 0. 
(2) The map Ext^(B,i): Ext^(B,A) Ext^(B,B) is mono-
morphic. 
(3) If r is an idempotent endomorphism of A, with 
ir = ti for some endomorphism t of B, then r=0 or r=l. 
(4) If t is an idempotent endomorphism of B with ti = 0, 
then t = 0. 
The second condition is the only place in this disserta-
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tion that homological algebra appears, and here it is a 
convenient way to express a lifting property. Recall (or see 
MacLane [21]) that if one has a short exact sequence (p is the 
natural quotient map) 
0—fh + B^B/A —»0 
then there is the exact sequence 
6 
0—^Hom(B,A) Hom(lyi)^ Hom(B,B)"°"^^^^P^ Hom(B,B/A) -»-Ext^(B,A) -
Ext^(B,i)^ Extl(B,B) »... . 
The second condition implies that Hom(l,p) is epimorphic; 
that is, that every g: B •> B/A lifts to an f: B -»• B with pf=g. 
In the following theorem,A and B need not be finite 
direct sums, and from Proposition 3.1 it can be seen that not 
only will homomorphisms of these direct sums need to be 
considered, but the composition of such homomorphisms will 
need to be considered. Consider $ Z M. and © Z P. where 
iel ^ jeJ J 
,iel, and Pj ,.jeJ/ are R-modules. Also, let 0 be an R-
homomorphism from ® Z M. to ® Z M.. Now 0 can be described 
iel 1 jeJ ] th 
by its components, that is, by checking to see how the a 
position of ^  E M. (ael) is mapped into the 0^^ position of 
iel ^ 
© S P. (0eJ) by 0. These components will be denoted by 0 
jeJ ] 
If the JM^, iel, are all the same and the P j, je J, are all the 
same, then 0 „ can be identified with an R-homomorphism from 
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M to P. This can easily be seen by considering the map 
e  :  M — 2  M .  ( a e l )  u s e d  i n  t h e  m a i n  t h e o r e m  a n d  i t s  d u a l  
iel 1 
P-: © Z P. + P (0eJ). The homomorphism is then identi-
P jeJ J ^ 
fied with PgOggCQ: M + P. Similarly if G is an endomorphism 
of © Z M. where all the M. are the same then ©^-(a^Bel) 
iel 1 ^ 
can be identified with an endomorphism of M. 
Before entering the details of the theorem, a few words 
will be helpful to explain what is happening. Instead of 
using a collection of submodules, a collection of monomorphisms 
is going to be used. Using these monomorphisms, a mono-
morphism of direct sums will be developed which satisfies the 
properties of Proposition 3.1. The monomorphism that is 
developed is meant to directly mimic the technique used in 
the main theorem. A quick look at the finite situation will 
be helpful. Say <J>, all monomorphisms from S to M. 
Since this is a finite case, i, in the following theorem, can 
be expressed as a matrix 
I = 
(j) 0 
;  S e S - » M @ M @ M .  
* 0 
Consider the image of (Sj^,0)eS © S under i, that is, 
its^yO) = (ct)(Sj^) ,\|;^(s^) ,0) 
and the image of (OfSgisS @ S under i, that is. 
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1(0,82) ~ ^2 
and notice the similarity to the submodule L in the main 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3; 
Let M be an R-module and S a sub module of M. Let there 
be given a family of monomorphisms S M. for iel, where 
I is an index set, emd a monomorphism S M. Assume 0^1 
and let <|> = ^Q. Let the following conditions on M and the 
family of monomorphisms hold. 
(1) The functor Ext^(M,-) preserves direct sums. 
(2) For the family of monomorphisms: 
(a) If c^^=0, then c*=0 and if c0=O then c^u=0 
for all iel where ceHom^(M,M). Also, if c^^=0 and 
CERad(Hom^(M,M)), then c=0. 
(b) For any c,deHomp(M,M), any a,beHom^(S,S) and for 
i,jelU{0} such that i/j then Im(cV^aX^Im(d^.b)=0. 
1 1 (c) (i) The homomorphism Ext ; Ext (M,S) -» 
Ext^(M,M) is monomorphic for all ielU{0}. 
(ii) If r is an idempotent endormophism of S 
with i|>^r = tTpj^ for some endomorphism t of B, then r=0 or r=l 
for all iGlV{o}. 
(iii) If t is any endomorphism of M with 
tV^=0, then teRad(Homj^(M,M) ) for all ielU{0>. With the above 
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hypotheses satisfied, there exists a monomorphism from 
A S to B = @ E M such that B/A is indecomposable. 
I IU{0} 
Proof; Define i : A ->• B in terms of its components as follows : 
^aO = * = *0 all ael, 
iga = ipQ, for all ael, 
= 0 otherwise. 
The map i is well defined and an R-homomorphism since it is 
built from R-homomorphisms. The remainder of the proof in­
volves establishing the five conditions developed in Proposi­
tion 3.1. 
First it needs to be established that the map i is a 
monomorphism. Let 0 seKer i. Now sc 0 ZS and thus has 
I th 
only a finite number of nonzero entries. Assume that the a 
entry (ael) of s is nonzero and then check to see how i af­
fects s^ (here s^ refers to the a entry of s). The only 
components of i that affect s^ are $ and 
thus I (sg^) = 4)(Sg^) + V'(^(s^) . Now is the only element 
of the image in the a*"^ position and since i (s^) = 0, then 
(s ) = 0 euid since is a monomorphism s = 0. A similar 
cc ct cc cc 
argument works for each entry of s so that s =0 and thus 
Ker I = 0 so that i is a monomorphism. 
Secondly it needs to be established that for an R-
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homomorphism m; B A that mi = 0. To prove this, let 
h: M S. Consider (|>htj>^;S M. By reassociating, (<j>h)ij^^ = 
(|)(hi|<^) so that condition (2) part (b) of the hypotheses 
implies that = 0 so that hij;^ = 0 since <|) is mono-
morphic. Consideration of i|)^h(|): S ->• M also yields that h<|) = 
0. Consideration of how the composition mi works, that is, 
by tracing a given element through the composition, and by 
using the identification discussed above, the composition in­
volves applying maps of the form h\j^^ and h<j) which implies 
that mi must be zero. 
The third thing that needs to be established is that 
11 1 
Ext^XBfi): Ext (B,A)—>Ext (B,B) is monomorphic. Since the 
functor Ext^(B,-) is the direct product of the functors 
Ext^(M,-), it is sufficient to show that Ext^(M,i) is mono-
morphic. Condition (1) of the hypotheses gives that Ext (M,A) 
1 1 
and Ext (M,B) are direct sums of copies of Ext (M,S) and 
Ext^(M,(f)) respectively. Now Ext^(M,i) is constructed from 
Ext^XM,*) and Ext^(M,ij;g^) , ael ,  just i was constructed from 4» 
êind ael. By condition (2) part (c) subpart (i) of the 
hypotheses, Ext^(M,<()) and Ext^(M,i/'^) , ael, are monomorphic so 
that Ext^(M,i) is monomorphic as in the proof that i is 
monomorphic. Thus, Ext^(B,i) is monomorphic. 
The fourth property to be established is that if r is an 
idempotent endomorphism of A with ir=ti for some endomorphism 
t of B, then r=0 or r=l. Let r^g be a component of r such that 
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(a,Gel). The component (ir)g^ needs to be determined, 
that is, the results in the copy of M of applying ir to 
the copy of S need to be determined. Let seA such that 
its only nonzero entry is in the a position. Now is the 
only component of i that takes anything to the 3^^ copy of M 
so only r^gfs) need be considered. Thus, (if)ag(s) = 
igg(r^g(s)) or (ir)gg = On the other hand, consider 
(tiigg. since the domain is the a copy of S, ifs) = 
lao(s) + igg(8) and since the range is the 3 copy of S, 
tog* + tag*»- (i"og = (ti)ag or = 
tog* + Identifying r^g as an endomorphism of S, t^g 
and t^g as endomorphisms of M, and using condition (2) part 
(b) one has that ij^^r^g =0 which implies that r^g = 0 since ipg 
is monomorphic. This same argument works for any a and 3 such 
that a ^ 3. Thus, r^g = 0 for all a ^  3. This leaves only the 
^aa considered. For ael, consider (ir)ao' Let seA such 
that the only nonzero entry of s is in the position. The 
only effect that r has on s is r(s) = r^gts), and the only 
effect that i has on r^^fs) is since the range is 
the 0 copy of M. Thus, (ir)^^ = On the other hand 
(ti)^Q is such that i(s) = ig^fs) + i^^ts) and then 
too'^oo'®" + the result. So (ti)„o = 
*00* * taO*a' Therefore, •r^^ = tgo* + After the 
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appropriate identifications are made, condition (2) part (b) 
can again be applied to yield that Or^^ = t^^* and by 
a similar argument, this would hold true for all ael. Now r 
is idempotent which implies that r^^ is idempotent for a fixed 
ael. Thus by property (2) part (c) subpart (ii) is 
either 0 or 1. Take r^„ = 0 (or consider l-rv^) so that 
Cxu uu> 
Or^Q = 0 which implies that t^gO = 0 which implies that 
*rgg = 0 for all gel-{a}. Thus r^g = 0, since ^ is monomorphic, 
for 3ei-{a} if r^^ = 0 so that r=0 or r=l. 
The last property to be established is that if t is an 
idempotent endomorphism of B and ti=0, then t=0. Consider 
(ti)gg where a,Bel. Let seA such that its only nonzero elè-
ment is in the a position. Now i(s) = i^gts) + 
til then acting on this by t so that the image is in the 3 
position yields (s)+t^gi^^(s) or (tx)^g(s) = tog*(s) + 
t^gipj^(s). This image is to be zero so that tQp*+t^g^g=0, 
and by once again making the proper identifications, condition 
(2) part (b) implies that both tQg<J)=0 and that 
consider Condition (2) part (d) subpart (iii) im­
plies that tg^gCRad(Hom^(M,M) ) and thus condition (2) part (a) 
implies that tgg=0. This holds true for all a,Bel. A 
similar argument shows that tQg=0 for all Sel. All that re­
mains is tQQ and t^Q for ael. Consideration of (tii^Q and an 
argument as above shows that these components of t are like­
wise zero. Therefore, t=0, and the proof is complete. 
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Several things should be noted about the proof, mainly 
the last part. First, the fact that t is idempotent was never 
used. Secondly, condition (2) part (c) subpart (ill) and the 
second part of condition (2) part (a) can be combined, simply 
to state that ct|^.=0 implies c=0 for all aelU{0}; the present 
form is retained for constructive purposes to show how it re­
lates to the construction in Dickson and Kelly [15]. 
It is hoped that this generalization will help to build 
large indécomposables for artinian (semiperfect) rings. 
This generalization points in the direction of producing 
enough isomorphic Independent material in a principal inde­
composable Re of the given ring. 
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